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Abstract: This document presents a novel
multidimensional scene representation architecture
which bridges the gap between classical model based
approaches, such as meshes, and vision based
approaches, such as video plus depth. The architecture
is described conceptually and a proposed
implementation is presented. The layered architecture
and its implementation present a tidy way of
conceptualizing the interactions of data up the
production chain. Beyond that this architecture
enables innovative computational videography
processing of multidimensional material. High quality
storage of computer generated and captured video
data as well as support for intermediate processing
steps and novel content representation and interaction
complete the architecture to provide a means for
future developments for enhanced scene visualization.
Keywords: Multidimensional Scene Representation,
Computational Videography, Content Interaction
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INTRODUCTION

SCENE is an on-going research project dedicated to create
and deliver richer media experiences [1]. A consortium of
international research and industry partners aim to
enhance the whole chain of multidimensional media
production. These enhancements include new capturing
devices, scene content processing tools, renderers
dedicated to render SCENE data. At the core of this
project is a novel representation architecture. This novel
architecture is results from a change of paradigm the
SCENE project introduces to cinematic movie production
processes.
This paper is structured as follows. In the next section the
change of paradigm introduced by the SCENE project and
the historical motivation for this change are explained.
Section 3 contains the conceptual description of the scene
representation architecture, highlighting the features and
advantages of such a layout. The paper continues with the
actual implementation of the envisioned scene
representation. The final section draws a conclusion and
points to research conducted by different partners in the
SCENE consortium. It also outlines future work which
will be done on the Scene Representation.

2

SCENE – A PARADIGM CHANGE

Throughout history the bottleneck of image or movie
capturing devices has been the film; in recent times the
image sensor. As the sensitivity of the film or image

sensor was comparably low, this bottleneck enforced
constraints on the optical system and the capturing
process. For low light conditions long exposure times or
large lenses had to be chosen; the first resulting in motion
blur of moving objects and the second limiting the depth
of field. These artefacts have coined movie productions
throughout the last century; they even became desired
artistic elements and stylistic devices in movie
productions.
During the last years new chip technologies have
enhanced available image sensor to a level where this
physical bottleneck is removed. The amount of light
necessary to create an image does usually not dictate
camera parameters any more. Nevertheless, motion blurs
and limited depth of field are still applied for artistic
means.
Computational Photography alters image content by
computational means to create visually appealing and
artistically
interesting
results
[2].
Successful
implementation of ideas from computational photography
requires high quality data and information on the scene
content. The same holds for computational videography,
which transfers the ideas of computational photography to
motion pictures.
Data distortion introduced for artistic means as described
above limit the application of computational videography
and therefore limit the artistic freedom in post processing
steps. SCENE changes the way data is acquired by
striving to capture as much undisturbed information as
possible by maintaining artistic freedom and directors
decisions. Thus SCENE enables the full spectrum of
computational videography without limiting neither
director nor camera man in his creative freedom.

3

THE SCENE REPRESENTATION

The SRA is a key innovation to enable the paradigm
change described above. Major achievements are
Singe Format: When processing multidimensional video
data on a computer a multitude of information sources are
required: Video from several sources, camera calibration
data, lighting information and spatial knowledge are just
naming a few. Our proposed architecture unites all this
information necessary for movie production in a single
format.
Undistorted data: When introducing artistic elements
like motion blurs, depth of field or colour offsets these
effects traditionally modify the captured data. Postprocessing such data is time consuming and difficult. The
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human faces, for example in [3]. Directly mapping the
patch properties of acels shows that acels are well suited
to represent solid and non-solid objects physical
coherences and supports the use of acels for numerous
CG effects like relighting or shadows. Multiple more
features can be easily added.

3.2

Figure 1: Scene Representation Architecture Layout

scene representation stores all data in the best available
quality and introduces altering effects in a higher layer,
thus preserving all available data for facilitated image and
video processing steps.
Content Interaction: Image or video content is usually
frame based. The scene representation is object based and
therefore allows segmented content. Knowledge about
objects in a scene allows interaction such as updated
product placement, object modification or camera
interaction.
Unified Representation: Computer Generated (CG)
content and Captured Video (CV) stem from two very
different worlds and are processed largely independent in
movie productions. The scene representation allows a
unified representation of both, CG and CV data as well as
any intermediate processing steps, thus merging both
worlds in an early stage and facilitating post production.
These achievements are enabled by a layer-based
architecture (see Figure 1). Details of the different layers
are given in the following subsections.

3.1

The Base Layer

The base layer of the SRA contains elements which are
either CG or CV data. The architecture suggests that these
elements are the smallest meaningful units that a
capturing device can detect. We therefore name those
units atomic scene elements, abbreviated ‘acels’. Each
acel is coherent in itself, but independent from other acels.
The number of dimensions an acel uses is conceptually
unlimited. Possible dimensions are spatial and temporal
dimensions, colours or reflectance. All common data
types like images, meshes or videos are supported as acels,
but any intermediate representation or additional
dimensions on top of existing data types can easily be
represented as well.
Many ideas for acel representations from Captured Video
can be transferred from research on patches. Patches
represent solid (sub-) surfaces for one animation/time
instance of a scene. They evolve over time in a way which
is plausible for human assumption, i.e. their position and
shape are altered according to temporal and physical
coherence. Patches represent physical entities and where
introduced in the context of real-time reconstruction of

The Scene Layer

Multiple acels have to be registered in a global scene
context. This registration is done in the scene layer of the
SRA. The dimensions of a scene are the superset of all
acel dimensions contained in a scene. Registration is not
only done in space and time, but colour offsets and other
measurement differences between acels can be corrected
during registration. This component of the scene layer has
therefore a structure comparable to a scene graph
comprising multidimensional offset information in its
branches. Sowizral and Nadeu propose methods to present
multidimensional scene volume information in graph
structures [4, 5]. In addition to placing acels in a global
scene, the scene layer provides the lighting information
for the scene. Lighting can be adjusted according to the
scene lighting conditions independent of where acels were
captured initially [6, 7]. Relations among acels are also
expressed in the scene layer [8]. A coherency table
expresses coherencies among the individual acel
dimensions and features.

3.3

The Director’s Layer

The director’s layer defines the usage of scene content.
The most important form of scene usage is scene
perception. Cameras describe the traditional way of
perception by defining intrinsic and extrinsic camera
parameters. A novelty is that these virtual cameras are not
limited to physical plausibility, but can feature several
depth planes or shaped focal depth, introduce motion
blurs, which are contradicting physical motion, or change
the light sensitivity over one frame. Moreover, by
defining user interaction rules, users further down the
processing chain may be allowed to modify director’s
decisions.

4

ALGORITHMS

While storing traditional image and video formats without
any further knowledge is allowed in the SRA, novel scene
analysis and modification techniques can provide
numerous benefits. As the SRA imposes hardly any
constraints, future development is limited by the
researchers’ creativity only. Exemplarily, we present in
the following novel algorithms developed in the context
of multidimensional scenes, which contribute to and
largely benefit from the proposed SRA.

4.1

Superpixels

In [9] Ren and Malik introduced the idea of utilizing
superpixels as primitives for image analysis and
processing tasks. These superpixels are groups of pixels
sharing similar features like colour and texture (see Figure
2). They can be utilized as auxiliary information that is
stored with the content in order to allow interactivity

(a) Original (© Technicolor)

(b) Segmented Image

.

Figure 2: Superpixels

especially for video-based content. Basic functions that
can take advantage of such information are selection and
tracking of objects. For a good and robust tracking, key
criteria for superpixels are temporal consistency and the
ability to adapt to structural scene changes. Superpixel
information can be added to acels as a further dimension
or acels can be segmented according to superpixel
information already. Temporal consistency of the
superpixels is maintained in the scene layer of the
proposed SRA.

4.2

Image Cube Trajectories

A second algorithmic approach to create spatio-temporal
consistent acels is the analysis of image cube trajectories.
The main idea of this method is to represent each 3D
point by a related trajectory in a so called image cube (see
Figure 3). It has been shown in [12] that it is possible to
reconstruct the 3D scene from the parameters of the
trajectories in the image cube. A key component for this
process is the trajectory detection within the cube. It is
based on image cube parameterization as well as on
robust estimation of the trajectory colour. The main
advantages coming with the proposed SRA are on the one
hand to be able to store trajectory parameterizations, such
as shape, colour, reflectance properties or detection
confidence. On the other hand the parameters of the
image cube, such as dimensions, related camera
calibration information, camera path or the original image
data can be kept and stored directly.

4.3

Spatio-Temporal Point Correspondence

For the analysis of dynamic multi-view sequences point
correspondences in spatial and temporal direction are of
often required. Common methods either produce too
many faulty or too few corresponding points. We have
therefore developed a method for key point matching that
reliably establishes correspondences in both spatial and
temporal direction and that returns more matches than
standard approaches [13]. Instead of considering
individual key points independently and removing those
who might have ambiguities, we look at the spatial
configuration of neighbouring points. Figure 4 illustrates
matching points found by an incrementally constructed

(a) Sample Image
(b) Image Cube Representation
Figure 3: Flower Sequence with circular camera path

(a) Input Data

(b) Basic Matching

(c) Our approach.

Figure 4: Point Correspondences for Spatio-Temporal Scenes

Delaunay mesh over key point candidates assuming
locally affine displacements. While in given example
standard SIFT matching obtains 3100 correspondences
with a significant amount of false pairs, our approach
provides 3500 matches with less outliers. Detected
correspondencies and their reliability measures can be
stored in the scene layer of the SRA.

4.4

Temporally consistent meshes

Since the pioneering work by Kanade and Rander [14],
who with their virtualized reality system introduced
surface capture for human motion, significant work has
been done on reconstructing human characters from
image and depth data. More recently it has become
essential to produce not only accurate models of each
independent time frame but full 4D temporally consistent
character reconstructions. These models can be used for
automatic propagation of mesh and texture edits [15]
saving significant artistic effort. This style of datacan be
stored efficiently within the acel representation with
spatial dimensions representing the 3D position of mesh
vertices and temporal dimensions their motion over time.
Of two possible surface reconstruction and tracking
approaches the first involves building up a series of 3D
models based on the work of Stark et al. [16]. Visual hull
and multi-view stereo information is combined within a
graph cut frame work to build accurate frame by frame
models of a character. Subsequently these models are
tracked using non-sequential geometric tracking
algorithms presented by Budd et al. [17]. The second
makes use of appearance information to track open
surfaces. Rough initial tracking of sparse points with a
standard KLT tracker yields a set of point clouds whose
similarity in Euclidean space gives a metric to build the
shape tree. The tracking is refined with a dense patch
based tracking approach defined by Klaudiny et al. [18].

5

IMPLEMENTATION

In order to meet the requirements to the SRA defined by
the intended advances and the algorithms presented above
a flexible and extendable implementation is required. This

(a) Unaligned Mesh Tree
(b) Aligned Mesh Database
Figure 5: Temporally Consistent Meshes
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becomes especially important as all components of the content application specific. Exemplarily a video
video processing chain are constantly enhanced and rendering tool assures that acel data is presented frame
further developed. A possible implementation enabling based to a video renderer, which can then render the
these demands is an API to an underlying data structure. content of the scene per frame. Alternatively, a free-view
The SRA API is an implementation of the concepts interface can present the full content of a 3D scene and be
presented in Section 3 enabling the algorithms described rendered as a static scene to navigate in.
in Section 4.
Neither the number of converters nor computational
The underlying scene data can be any structured data that modules or application interfaces is limited. All of these
the SRA API supports. The structure represents the can be extended with the growing demands from users,
different layers of the SRA as well as scene elements such applications and algorithms. As such the implementation
as acels, configuration data or interaction rules. The file of an API for SRA access presents currently the perfect
readers which understand the underlying format are not solution to have an extendable and flexible interface
part of the SRA API, but can be exchanged with the which does not limit the creativity of its users.
format of choice.
The SRA API is a C++ library which can be included in
Support for a certain type of data is enabled in the SRA applications in order to make use of the scene features. It
by the necessary converters in the API. These converters can then be accessed by scripting languages (Python) or
need to understand the data and be able to provide it to through the header functions exposed by the API. Thus it
different processes in the API in the required provides an easy to use interface to the scene
representation. Exemplarily a mesh converter can be developments.
asked to return a mesh representation of an arbitrary input
6 VERIFICATION
acel. If the data type of the input acel is supported as a
mesh the request can be processed and an internal mesh A prototype to prove the conceptual ideas presented
representation can be provided. The set of converters can above was created. 100 frames of a billiard scene are
be arbitrarily extended to meet the data types of different represented in the SCENE layers and rendered. Figure 6
data sources as well as the input requirements of further shows one of the video-clip frames, which exemplarily
processing tools and applications.
presents novel features and the paradigm change enabled
Scene Modules in the API are used to initialize and by the SCENE format.
execute computational processes. These modules can The prototype contains five acels: the static background,
make use of converters and additionally implement two independent players, the colored balls, the white ball
further algorithms that process and enhance scene data. A
module requires scene data in a certain format as input
and can be triggered to be executed on demand.
Exemplarily for such modules are getter-modules for
textures or objects. These modules apply converters to
transform acel information into a desired representation
and present them to the next higher level as an object or a
texture.
The third part of components contained in the SRA API
contains interfaces for tools. Different applications have
different demands to the Scene Representation. A certain
tool interface can fulfil these demands by providing scene
Figure 6: Proof-of-Concept SRA Implementation
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